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a b s t r a c t

The rapid proliferation of oil/gas drilling and wind turbine installations with jack-up rig-formed struc-
tures increases structural safety requirements, due to the greater risks of operational collisions during
use of these structures. Therefore, current industrial practices and regulations have tended to increase
the required accidental collision design loads (impact energies) for jack-up rigs. However, the existing
simplified design approach tends to be limited to the design and prediction of local members due to the
difficulty in applying the increased uniform impact energy to a brace member without regard for the
member’s position. It is therefore necessary to define accidental load estimation in terms of a reasonable
collision scenario and its application to the structural response analysis. We found by a collision prob-
abilistic approach that the kinetic energy ranged from a minimum of 9MJ to a maximum 1049MJ. Only
6% of these values are less than the 35MJ recommendation of DNV-GL (2013). This study assumed and
applied a representative design load of 196.2MN for an impact load of 20,000 tons. Based on this design
load, the detailed design of a leg structure was numerically verified via an FE analysis comprising three
categories: linear analysis, buckling analysis and progressive collapse analysis. Based on the numerical
results from this analysis, it was possible to predict the collapse mode and position of each member in
relation to the collision load. This study provided a collision strength assessment between attendant
vessels and a jack-up rig based on probabilistic collision scenarios and nonlinear structural analysis. The
numerical results of this study also afforded reasonable evaluation criteria and specific evaluation
procedures.
© 2019 Society of Naval Architects of Korea. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access

article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

To meet the increasing energy demand, many jack-up rig-
formed offshore platforms have been constructed for oil and gas
drilling and installation of wind turbines. These projects must
consider the increasing incidence of collisions, which have changed
ship routes and attendant vessels between ships and offshore

platforms. From the aspect of structural stability, the collision of a
ship with a jack-up rig is a more critical issue than a collision
involving a floating offshore platform. However, information
regarding the collision of a ship with a jack-up rig is limited
compared with information regarding collisions between ships
(WOAD, 2017). The collision of a ship with an offshore platform can
involve an attendant vessel or a passing vessel (Vinnem, 2007;
Moan et al., 2002). The attendant vessels (supply boats, service
vessels, etc.) that routinely visit platforms have grown increasingly
large, which has contributed significantly to collision accidents
involving mobile offshore platforms.

Jack-up drilling rigs of mobile offshore platforms are widely
used in the offshore oil and gas exploration industry. A jack-up
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drilling rig is an independent, three-legged self-elevating unit with
a cantilevered drilling facility for purpose of drilling and produc-
tion. A typical jack-up drilling rig consists of a hull, a derrick, a
cantilever, a jack house, accommodations and legs. The legs
comprise a three-chord open-truss X-braced structure with spud-
can, as shown in Fig. 1.

X-braced structures have the most exposure to collisions.
Although the legs are less prone to damage, they should not be
neglected in damage prevention schemes. A high-speed central
bow impact is a potentially serious event because the legs play the
primary role of carrying the functional loads. Contact with the legs
is also likely to occur via sideways impacts, whereas the legs and
braces are both exposed to stern collisions, as shown in Fig. 2
(Storheim and Amdahl, 2014).

The design of a jack-up drilling rig requires assessment of the
collision resistance of the legs against impacts from collisions with
attendant vessels. This study reviewed previous studies on the
structural design and risk assessment of a collision between a jack-
up rig and an attendant vessel.

The International Regulation for preventing collisions at Sea
(COLREGS) has been fully adhered to, combined with marine sup-
port systems to minimise collisions, including the use of automatic
identification system (AIS) equipment and automatic radar plotting
aids (ARPA) in practices (IMO, 2003; Zhang et al., 2016). However,
the regulations have limited as a quantitative distinct, do not offer
accurate or tailor-made manoeuvres and are highly dependent on
the senses and skills of the navigators. Therefore, in recent years,
several studies have used AIS information to tackle maritime col-
lisions and made a number of accomplishments in marine collision
risk assessment and management. However, many more accident
reports, statistical analyses and risk assessments exist for floating
structures than for fixed structures, and most collision frequency
studies have used AIS marine traffic information for shipeship and
ship-floating offshore installation (FPSO, FLNG)collisions. Very few
studies have used AIS information to examine the frequency of
collisions between ships and platforms (Haugen,1998; Haseel et al.,
2017; Ahmed et al., 2017).

Likewise, analyses of structural consequences and risk assess-
ments for collisions of a ship with a fixed platform over the past
decade are limited. Dai et al. (2013) proposed a risk assessment
framework for collisions between wind turbines and service ves-
sels. Storheim and Amdahl (2014) investigated the damage to
offshore platforms from ship collisions considering scenarios such
as bow and stern impacts against the column of a floating platform
and against the jacket legs and braces. Zhang et al. (2015) con-
ducted a series of analyses of the collision energy and structural
damage in ship and offshore platform collisions in various collision
scenarios. Bela et al. (2017) investigated the crushing behaviour

between a monopole offshore wind turbine and a ship, and Yu et al.
(2018) used numerical modelling to investigate the responses of
offshore tubular members subjected to vessel bow and stern
impacts.

In industrial structural design practice, a platform such as those
installed on the Norwegian continental shelf must resist impact
energy from supply vessels. However, significant damage to the
platform is allowed if it does not lead to the progressive collapse of
structures or prevent safe evacuation (NORSOK, 2007). The basic
impact design philosophy is that the offshore structure should be
able to withstand accidental conditions from supply ships drifting
out of control at a speed of 2m/s. Such an impactmay requiremajor
repair but should not lead to total collapse, even in a storm with a
return period of 1 year. Typical supply vessels in the North Sea have
a displacement of about 5000 tonnes, and this size has tended to
increase in recent years. Vessels servicing the installations on the
Norwegian continental shelf have increased significantly, with
displacements up to 7500 to 10,000 tonnes (Storheim and Amdahl,
2014). As the vessel size increases, the collision energy will also
increase; therefore, the damage caused by a collision with a supply
vessel should be carefully assessed and reviewed. To solve offshore
collision problems in a practical and economical manner, the
probability of major collisions should be kept low by defining
adequate preventive measures, and minor collisions should be
considered during the design stage of the platform. This is the
design concept of offshore structures against collision adopted by
many classification societies.

The existing commercial programmes (COLLIDE of Safetec,
COLLRISK of Anatec UK Ltd., CRASH of DNV, SOCRA of MARIN and
COLWT of GL) are based on model assumptions that should be

Fig. 1. Component of jack-up drilling rig and attending vessel in operating conditions.

Fig. 2. Leg damage from collision (Storheim and Amdahl, 2014).
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improved to account for the advanced technologies now in use and
the stricter rules and regulations. For instance, Hassel et al. (2014)
highlighted improvements required to the collision-risk model,
which was introduced about 20 years ago for the Norwegian con-
tinental shelf; they noted that the platform’s ability to physically
dodge a vessel on a collision coursewas not considered and that the
modelling of the failure factors considered was inaccurate for both
the ship and the offshore platform. Amdahl and Holmås (2016)
investigated the response of a jack-up at a depth of 100m for a
67-MJ supply vessel bow impact and found that the platform and
ship absorbed 30MJ and 12MJ, respectively, by plastic deforma-
tion, and as much as 25MJ was absorbed as elastic energy in the
platform and was restored as kinetic energy after the impact. The
behaviour of the tubular joints was not studied in detail, but the
authors concluded that the compliance of jack-ups is definitely
positive with respect to survival of high-energy impacts (Moan
et al., 2019) and that the tubular joints should be investigated for
ship collision risk assessment.

The main objective of this study is to investigate the damage to
offshore platforms from a ship collision for structural strength
assessment with probabilistic possible scenarios. The scenarios
considered include attendant vessel impacts against the jacket legs
and braces. The effects of shipeplatform interaction on the distri-
bution of damage are studied by modelling both structures with
shell and beam elements. Based on selected loading conditions and
design specifications, the structural integrity of the jack-up leg is
verified via linear, buckling and nonlinear collapse analysis. Thus,
this study does not integrate the COLREGS rules into the collision
avoidance techniques or propose a deterministic/probabilistic path
planning (calculation of collision frequency) algorithm; its focus on
the initial design of leg structures is verified via numerical analysis
of structural strength based on selected probabilistic collision
scenarios.

2. Methods of collision assessment

2.1. Applicability of structural design methods

The design and structural assessment of mobile offshore units

have some applications in current industrial practices. IMO (2003)
suggested a procedure to compare the critical strain energy resis-
tance in case of side collision to a reference for double-hull design
to satisfy the damage stability calculations. IMO defined the critical
strain energy as the value absorbed from the struck ship when the
inner hull is penetrated (Fig. 3). IMO assumed a proper collision
angle of the struck vessel on still water with appropriate collision
velocity of the attendant vessel and a rigid bow on the attendant
vessel. Based on IMO’s structural design principle, the collision
absorption capacity for energy is defined as the collision energy
absorbed by the stuck ship up to the initial rupture of the cargo tank
(ADN, 2011). BV (NR445, 2013) presented requirements for safety
that considered relatively minor collisions that can occur between
an offshore floating structure and other ships to determinewhether
the side of the floating structure could absorb the energy of the
striking vessel. DNV (DNV-OS-C104, 2012) explained that the
collision of a supply vessel against a leg of a self-elevating unit
should be considered for all elements that may be hit either by
sideways, bow or stern collision and also required that the unit
resist collision energies of at least 35MJ (DNV-OSS-201, 2013).

For structures with jack-up rigs and/or jacket legs, the force-
deformation relationships suggested by NOSORK N-004 (2004)
for supply vessels with a displacement of 5000 tonnes are given in
Fig. 4 for broad-side, bow, stern end and stern corner impacts for a
vessel with stern roller. The curves for broad-side and stern end
impacts are based upon penetration of an infinitely rigid, vertical
cylinder with a given diameter andmay be used for impacts against
jacket legs (D¼ 1.5m) and large-diameter columns (D¼ 10m). The
curve for a stern corner impact is based upon penetration of an
infinitely rigid cylinder and may also be used for large-diameter
column impacts. In lieu of more accurate calculations, these
curves may be used for square-rounded columns. For a bow impact
is based upon a collisionwith an infinitely rigid plane wall and may
also be used for large-diameter column impacts, but it should not
be used for significantly different collision events, such as an
impact against tubular braces.

Fig. 3. Procedure for structural design against collision proposed by IMO (2003).
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2.2. Procedure of collision risk frame works

It is essential to perform a risk study for offshore unit collision
scenarios. Spouge (1999) presents to calculate the frequencies of
passing, drifting and attendant vessel collisions against offshore
platforms. Fig. 5 shows a procedure to calculate the risk (frequency
and consequence) of ship-offshore platforms with a deterministic
installation area.

The frequency of attendant vessel collision is established from
historical accident data, and those of both passing and drifting
vessel collisions are adopted from real traffic data on the installa-
tion area. Collision accident scenarios categorised by weight were

used to calculate the consequences of a collision. The procedure
recommends either finite-element (FE) analysis or an empirical
formula. Using the collision frequency and consequence, the design
chart or collision exceedance curve can be generated. An accidental
load is defined with the acceptance criteria (e.g., 10�4 per year for
fire and explosion accident).

In principle, a quantitative risk study should be performed for
ship to offshore platform on installation area with real traffic data
and environmental meta-ocean data. However, it is difficult to
determine the designated installation area and obtain the related
real traffic data. As an alternative, this study can be considered the
use of historical collision data (DNV, 2017) between the jack-up rig
and a vessel in the installation of the target site. A probabilistic
method was used to select all possible credible scenarios with
relative variables. Each variable was determined by obtaining its
appropriate range and variability to use in calculating the proba-
bility density functions (PDFs) based on the collected and/or
considered database sources. The goodness of fit, which evaluates
the most suitable among various probability density functions, was
also determined. The optimal probability density function was
selected by applying the KolmogoroveSmirnov test, which is
widely used for function fits in a way that uses the absolute charset
of the difference of the distribution function for reliability. Previous
studies (Seo et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2015, 2016; Youssef et al., 2016)
used a probabilistic approach to predict accidents involving ships
and offshore structures. The probabilistic method constructs a
reasonable collision scenario by applying a probabilistic method to
each of the constituent variables of all possible incident scenarios.
Fig. 5 presents the procedure used to select credible scenarios
based on the probability density distribution for proper range and
variability.

Fig. 4. Recommended deformation curve for beam, bow and stern impact by NORSOK
N004 (2004).

Fig. 5. Procedure for collision risk calculation of ship to offshore structures.
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3. Numerical modelling with collision scenarios

3.1. Strength assessment

In this study, an FE analysis is suggested to verify the leg
strength according to the collision scenarios for the global, local
buckling and progressive collapse behaviour of the leg structures.
Fig. 6 illustrates the detailed procedure and main contents of the
overall numerical approach.

In the first step, linear analysis is performed to predict the global
behaviour of the jack-up rig against the collision scenarios after the
initial leg design is finalised. The analysis model can be developed
as a fine-mesh shell element for the impact area with beam ele-
ments. In the second step, buckling analysis is performed with the
determined FE model. In this study, the range of the model with
about six or seven bays, including the collision area, is determined
as the analysis range. Buckling analysis is considered for possible
critical attending vessel collision scenarios with a probabilistic
scenario selection method. This analysis made it possible to predict
the collapse mode and position of each member in relation to the
collision load.

In the third step, the structural behaviour of the collision is in a
nonlinear domain, including plasticity. Therefore, reliable struc-
tural estimation requires that nonlinear properties such as geom-
etries and materials be included. The selected collision cases are
considered as mentioned, and commercial FE codes can be used.
This analysis makes it possible to confirm the initial yield strength,
plastic buckling strength, ultimate strength and plastic strain ac-
cording to the impact energy for each collision condition.

The 35MJ of impact energy required by the classification (DNV,
2012) is used to evaluate and compare the structural strength for
current industrial design practices. The initial design of the target
leg structure is verified via a review of the structural strength of the
three areas, and it should be reviewed step by step.

3.2. FE modelling

3.2.1. Target jack-up rig
A jack-up rig is a type of mobile offshore unit that consists of a

hull with a number of legs. Jack-up rigs are the most popular and
numerous of the various mobile types in existence. Offshore pro-
jects in shallow to moderate-depth water are conducted from self-
elevating mobile jack-up units, which comprise a buoyant platform
resting on three to six independent truss-type legs that are
mounted on the deck, with a rack-and-pinion system to jack the
legs up and down (Fig. 7).

Typically, the diameter of an individual spudcan ranges from 10
to 25m depending on the size of the jack-up (Teh and Leung, 2010).
A jack-up platform is moved to the selected site with its legs
elevated out of the water, and the legs are lowered to the surface of
the seabed and penetrate the soil to lift the hull out of thewater and
achieve the required bearing resistance against environmental
overturning loads and vertical load (e.g., collisions due to attendant
vessels, etc).

In this study, the target rig is used to consider the possibilities of
an accidental event during operating conditions. The desired
location is assumed in the North Sea, and the geometrical details
are shown in Table 1. A jack-up drilling rig is intended for drilling or
production in water depth up to 150m.

Commercial nonlinear FE codes were used in this study for
global/buckling analysis of SACS (SACS, 2018) and progressive
collapse analysis of LS-DYNA (ANSYS/LS-DYNA, 2016). Each mem-
ber in the leg structure was modelled as a beam element, as shown
in Fig. 8.

The hull is idealised as a grillage, and equivalent properties of
the hull are assumed. The FE model of the rig was developed with a
one-dimensional beam element and a two-dimensional shell
element. To capture the structural behaviour against an impact
load, the model developed fine mesh modelling with a two-
dimensional shell element with four nodes. The total number of
shell elements was 182,535. Table 2 lists the beam properties of the

Fig. 6. General procedure of strength assessment (DNV, 2012).
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leg parts (i.e., the chord and the brace), the spudcan and the hull.
Themembers that form the leg-to-hull connection are modelled

as axial compressioneonly elements with respective initial gaps
between the rack and gear distance. Spudcans are assumed to be
rigid beams that connect the leg chords to the pinned support at
half the depth of spudcan penetration, as shown in Fig. 7(b).

3.2.2. Calculation method and material properties
For the elastic and elasto-plastic large deflection analyses, the

FEM code (ANYSY, 2016), is used with the shell-181 element, which
is quite suitable for analysis of thin to moderately thick shell
structures. This element is a four-node ReissnereMindlin shell
element with six degrees of freedom at each node and can be used
to simulate large strain nonlinear behaviour. The arc-length
method is applied in conjunction with the modified Newton-
Raphson method in both standard and modified forms. The plas-
ticity model of FE analysis implements the von Mises yield surface
to define isotropic yielding, associated plastic flow theory and
either perfect plasticity or isotropic hardening behaviour. Here, a
simplified bilinear stress-strain curve with no strain hardening was
used (i.e., the yield stress does not change as the plastic strain
increases).

3.2.3. Boundary condition
A global FE model restrained at the centre of the leg footing in

both horizontal and vertical directions and rotation allowed is
shown in Fig. 9(a). The actual support condition after completion of
leg footing penetration lies between a simple support and a
clamped condition due to soil interaction. However, the simple
support condition has been considered conservatively at the centre

Fig. 7. View of jack-up rig.

Table 1
Main dimension of the target jack-up rig.

Length overall 88.8m
Breadth overall 105.1m
Aft leg centres 70.0m
Centreline aft legs to forward leg 60.62m
Depth of hull 12.0m
Design draft 8.0m
Length of leg including footing 199.7m
Maximum per-loading at footing 20,180 tonnes
Leg footing area 380m2

Number of legs 3
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of the leg footing for this analysis which is same as current in-
dustrial design practices.

A boundary for the local model has been considered such as
symmetric condition in vertical direction, as indicated in Fig. 9(b).
The patch size is already predicted for actual collision simulation
between the bow of an attendant vessel and the leg structure.
Table 3 provides the details of both global and local boundary
conditions.

3.2.4. Collision scenarios
As mentioned in Section 2 and shown in Fig. 5, several ap-

proaches and methods (Spouge, 1999; Vinmen, 2007; Youssef et al.,
2017) are used to assess the risk of ship-platform collisions for
offshore platforms. In the probabilistic approach, several relevant
collision scenarios are considered and described by influencing
parameters that are treated as random variables. Each collision

parameter can be defined by probability density functions for use in
the scenario selection process. The provided probabilistic approach
can be as close as possible to a realistic accident. Several authors
have developed probabilistic collision scenarios. In this paper, the
method proposed by Youssef et al. (2017) is applied to select rele-
vant sets of collision scenarios using probabilistic approaches, at
which each collision variable is analysedwith statistical methods to
accurately characterise its range and variability to formulate the
probability density distributions. For collisions between a ship and
a jack-up rig, Fig. 5 shows a detailed procedure for the applied
method, starting with the definition of the collision variables and
ending with the selection of scenarios.

The governing parameters for all possible accidents that have a
strong effect on the structures should be well identified. Therefore,
governing parameters are implemented to characterise the sce-
nario parameters that can affect the structural response of jack-up

Fig. 8. FE model of jack-up rig.

Table 2
Mechanical properties and cross-sectional data for beam.

Elastic modulus (MPa) Poisson Ratio Yield strength (MPa) Ixx (cm4) Iyy (cm4)

Leg (chord) 206,000 0.3 690 1,040,000 1,520,000
Leg (brace) 206,000 0.3 690 38,730 38,730
Spudcan 206,000 0.3 690 1,080,000 1,080,000
Hull 206,000 0.3 355 42,187,500 42,187,500
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rig ship, such as displacement (tonnes), ship speed (knots), collision
angle (degrees), and collision location (x/L).

Ship-platform collision risk assessments use ship traffic data
and/or data from a statistical database from within a radius of 10
nautical miles (nm; 1 nm¼ 10) of a platform location as an indus-
trial practice. This study uses a data set of 663,197 time-dependant
traffic observations for 2387 ships at the target operating site. The
target operation site is assumed to be installed at a latitude of 60�

500 and longitude of 4� 20’. The data set shows that 2086 ships
come within 10 nm of the site. Table 4 shows the number and
probability of ships by ship type, which is used in the selection of
collision scenarios. When selecting credible collision scenarios, all
of the parameters that could affect impact loads should be
considered, such as displacement, ship speed, collision angle and
collision locations. Impact loads from passing, drifting, and atten-
dant vessels can also be affected by the wind (direction and speed),
but this study does not consider environmental conditions.

Each variable was determined by obtaining its appropriate
range and variability to calculate the PDFs based on the collected
data. The formulated PDFs for the parameters of distribution-
versus-collision are illustrated in Fig. 10, and the optimal function

and PDFs for each relative parameter are shown in Table 5 (see
Fig. 10).

Table 6 shows the 30 selected collision scenarios with the Latin
hypercube sampling method (Ye, 1998) because it can efficiently
represent each whole scenario with a probabilistic approach. The
benefit of themethod is its ability to cover all possible values even if
they have very low probabilities.

The kinetic energy ranged from a minimum of 9MJ to a
maximum 1049MJ, as indicated in Table 6 and Fig. 11. Although it
would be ideal to consider all of these loads as design loads in this
study, the limitations of numerical computation make it difficult to
calculate all possible scenarios. Only 6% of these values are less than
the 35MJ recommendation of DNV-GL (2013). Twenty of the 30
scenarios had a minimum value of 9MJ’.

A jack-up rig is moved to its selected site with its legs elevated
out of the water, and the legs are lowered to the surface of the
seabed and penetrate the soil to lift the hull out of the water to
achieve the required bearing resistance against vertical and envi-
ronmental overturning loads. The general installation process helps
the jack-up rig withstand environmental loads during operation.
Under operating conditions, the collision risk assessment by an

Fig. 9. Consideration of boundary conditions for global and local models.

Table 3
Boundary conditions of global and local models.

Location Boundary condition

Translation Rotation

Global A T [1,1,1] R [0,0,0]
B T [1,1,1] R [0,0,0]
C T [1,1,1] R [0,0,0]

Local D, E, F T [1,1,0] R [0,0,1]

Note: T [x,y,z] indicates the translational constraints and R [x, y, z] the rotational constraints along the x-, y- and z-coordinates; 0 indicates a constraint, and 1 indicates no
constraint.

Table 4
Number and probability of ships by ship types within 10 nm of a jack-up rig.

Ship type Number of ships Probability (%)

Supply vessel 288 13.806
Standby vessel 24 1.151
Merchant vessel <1500 DWT 44 2.109

<40,000 DWT 1076 51.582
>40,000 DWT 542 25.983

Fishing vessel 112 5.369
Total 2086 100.000
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attendant ship is considered from a minimum of 5000 to 20,000
tonnes of displacement, and the bounce rate at this time can be
taken as an actual recommendation of 2 knots or less.

From this point of view, based on the site operation, the sup-
porting vessel frequently comes alongside the leg direction of the
jack-up rig. At this time, it is possible to consider a minimum of
5000 tons to 20,000 tons of displacement, and the vessel speed of
berthing is controlled within 2 knots by operating limitations. In
consideration of the above-mentioned facts, the collision energy

reached 35MJ, and the risk of collision tended to be level due to
frequent collision probabilities.

3.2.5. Loading condition based on collision scenarios
The number of loading cases is 12, as indicated in Table 7 and

Fig. 12. SL-1 is considered for application in theway of the K-joint of
the outer chord. SL-2 is applied at the midpoint of the outer chord.
To change the draft of the jack-up rig, it should be considered when
the struck vessel is intact. CL 01e06 have been selected as the
typical load case to consider the various directions of the attendant
vessels. CL-01 to CL-06 are assumed to act simultaneously to
generate the worst loading condition on the leg based on collision
scenarios.

In the general case of a ship to ship collision, the probable
collision location is an important factor for determining the
required structural strength of the leg. However, a typical shape of
jack-up rig is a triangular structure comprising a chord-truss and

Fig. 10. Selected PDFs for collision parameters.

Table 5
Goodness of fit (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) statistic for PDFs.

Item Parameters Shape Scale Thresh N

Displacement 3-Parameter Weibull 1.141 33263 10000 1006
Ship speed 3-Parameter Weibull 2.99 11.11 �1.714 938272
Collision angle Weibull 1.329 82.92 e 1885737
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Table 6
Selected 30 collision scenarios from four parameters.

No. Displacement (m3) Speed (knots) Collision angle (�) Location (x/L) Kinetic Energy (MJ)

1 83969.11 8.027 90.251 0.417 716
2 33121 7.402 23.676 0.95 240
3 39604.57 6.431 30.766 0.283 217
4 22694.86 12.666 102.895 0.217 482
5 42061.62 8.971 20.081 0.083 448
6 29351.56 2.753 69.734 0.383 29
7 44712.66 6.762 27.228 0.917 270
8 15339.95 8.652 138.471 0.45 152
9 12459.25 14.362 60.972 0.55 340
10 37310.41 4.513 48.985 0.783 101
11 16766.69 9.975 118.287 0.617 221
12 129572.9 5.732 151.811 0.65 563
13 68327.57 9.629 127.57 0.817 838
14 50767.3 6.089 169.186 0.884 249
15 75066.04 9.295 65.26 0.05 858
16 54293.93 12.084 110.158 0.317 1049
17 97369.04 3.454 74.428 0.25 154
18 47597.32 11.132 41.521 0.517 780
19 27592.02 7.715 37.894 0.983 217
20 21162.15 1.746 79.379 0.717 9
21 35155.52 10.337 45.212 0.483 497
22 10908.29 16.358 34.315 0.683 386
23 19668.42 10.721 12.564 0.017 299
24 24272.21 4.952 84.634 0.35 79
25 31190.76 11.581 16.401 0.583 553
26 58279.11 5.355 96.305 0.15 221
27 13912.08 7.085 3.52 0.117 92
28 18206.08 8.338 8.431 0.75 167
29 62875.47 4.022 52.857 0.183 135
30 25901.75 13.381 56.846 0.85 614

Fig. 11. Comparison of collision energy with collision cases according to collision scenarios.

Table 7
Total number of loading cases.

Loading Group. A Loading Group Collision case number Remark

SL-01 CL-01 1 K-joint of outer chord
CL-02 2 K-joint of outer chord
CL-03 3 K-joint of outer chord
CL-04 4 Span breaker of brace
CL-05 5 Midpoint of brace
CL-06 6 Midpoint of brace

SL-02 CL-01 7 Midpoint of outer chord
CL-02 8 Midpoint of outer chord
CL-03 9 Midpoint of outer chord
CL-04 10 Span breaker of brace
CL-05 11 Midpoint of brace
CL-06 12 Midpoint of brace

Note: SL indicates application Mid and K-Joint in way of outer chord as per changed draft; and CL indicates application in various directions in the way of the chord and
brace.
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three legs, as shown in Fig. 12. Due to this structural arrangement, a
collision analysis must consider all possible collision angles;
therefore, in this study we considered a collision in terms of the
probability of an equal distribution of force, as shown in Fig. 10 (d).

According to the collision scenario shown in Fig. 10(c), the
collision angles of the striking vessel were selected as CL-01 to 06,
with these varying collision angles based on the statistical proba-
bility density function. Fig. 10(c) shows the highest frequencies
from 0� to 40�. We found that all collision angles should be
reviewed. The conditions of CL-04 to 06 are cases where a collision
occurs vertically on the brace member. It would actually be difficult
for angles CL-04 to 06 to involve a collision with the leg, but this
scenario must be considered as it represents the most severe type
of collision for a leg structure. In practical situations, the situation
wherein an attending vessel is required to be head-on with a jack-
up rig is mainly controlled by the operating manual. In terms of the
required structural strength for the leg, it is reasonable to consider
this in terms of a concentrated load, and thus it is the most con-
servative condition of all the design considerations.

The displacement of the supply vessel, which is currently
operating in the North Sea, is 15,000 tons, and increasing. The
maximal displacement of the attendant supply vessel was esti-
mated at 20,000 tons, in terms of the above trend. This was a
reasonable and conservative approach for evaluating the required
structural strength of the legs considered in this study. Thus, we
selected a representative design load of 196.2MN for an impact
load of 20,000 tons.

4. Collision strength assessment based on FE results

4.1. Global analysis

The global behaviour of the jack-up rig in the collision scenarios,
which is completed during the initial design stage, is predicted and
explained via elastic linear analysis. This global linear analysis
confirms the structural behaviour due to the collision via a
simplified FE model. This FE model is also used to perform buckling
analysis and nonlinear collapse behaviour analysis.

The results of global strength analysis have been presented as
stresses and displacement varying collision scenarios in whole
possibility cases. Fig. 13 shows the distribution of maximum stress
and deflection according to the collision scenarios in Table 8. When

a collision load is applied to the brace member, a large deformation
occurs as a result of themaximum stress because the stiffness of the
brace is weaker than the cross section of chord and rack. The
maximum von Mises stress and deflection are used in load case 5
within colliding conditions, as shown in Fig. 14. The maximum von
Mises stress was found at the end of the brace to attach the outer
chord, but the maximum deflection was found at the midpoint of
the bracing.

The global deflections between the midpoint of the outer chord
(in case #7) and the K-Joint (in case #1) of the outer chord are
similar, as shown in Fig. 14, but the global behaviour tends to be
quite different because of the boundary effect at the end of the
spudcan. It can be explained that the possibilities of local defor-
mation at the collision area differ largely due to the patch load. The
boundary effects maintain the global deformation of the leg as a
likely pinned condition, whereas the other legs display cantilever
behaviour with a collision. Therefore, understanding of the global
behaviour against a collision load is very important. The maximum
von Mises stress at the central point in the outer chord (in case #7)
is observed higher than the K-joint of the outer chord in case #1, as
shown in Fig.15. The difference between the two load cases is about
3.5 times. It can be explained that the K-joint effectively distributes

Fig. 12. Collision scenarios of the FE model.

Fig. 13. Distribution of maximum stress and deflection.
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Table 8
Summary of stress and deflection analysis results.

Load case Max. von Mises stress (MPa) Maximum Deflection (mm) Remark

C-01 (SL-1, CL-01) 4550 4200 K-joint of outer chord
C-02 (SL-1, CL-02) 7060 6660 K-joint of outer chord
C-03 (SL-1, CL-03) 7050 6660 K-joint of outer chord
C-04 (SL-1, CL-04) 23,900 7650 Span breaker of brace
C-05 (SL-1, CL-05) 76,000 16,000 Midpoint of brace
C-06 (SL-1, CL-06) 77,300 14,600 Midpoint of brace
C-07 (SL-2, CL-01) 7480 4240 Midpoint of outer chord
C-08 (SL-2, CL-02) 10,200 6460 Midpoint of outer chord
C-09 (SL-2, CL-03) 8240 6460 Midpoint of outer chord
C-10 (SL-2, CL-04) 23,900 6810 Span breaker of brace
C-11 (SL-2, CL-05) 75,700 15,200 Midpoint of brace
C-12 (SL-2, CL-06) 77,000 14,000 Midpoint of brace

Fig. 14. Maximum von Mises stress and deflection under load case #5.

Fig. 15. Maximum deflection under load cases #1 and #7.
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the collision load around the brace member.

4.2. Buckling analysis

It is also important to observe and assess the buckling strength
of jack-up rig structures against collision accidents. Generally, the
buckling assessment calculates the theoretical buckling strength of
an ideal elastic structure. For instance, an eigenvalue buckling
analysis of a column matches the classical Euler solution; however,
initial imperfections and nonlinearities make it difficult to simulate
real structural behaviour via theoretical elastic buckling strength
solutions. In this study, a buckling analysis was performed to verify
the leg strength according to the selected collision scenarios. Fig. 6
illustrates the detailed procedure and the main contents of the
overall FE approach, and Table 7 shows the 12 collision cases
considered. Five buckling modes were used to analyse the collision
cases. Generally, the most significant buckling mode was observed
in Mode 1, but a higher mode appeared in some cases as a critical
buckling mode. This analysis makes it possible to predict the
bucklingmode and location of the various collision loads upon each
member. To clarify the buckling stability and safety, this study
included a series of buckling analyses of the 12 collision cases
mentioned above.

The results show that the critical buckling load was distributed
in a similar pattern between SL-01 and SL-02, depending on the
vertical location of the collision in Fig. 16 with Table 9, which il-
lustrates that the outer chord increases the effective resistance
against a compressive load. Collision case 7 shows the highest
buckling strength among the 12 cases considered. This pattern is
the same as seen in previous analysis results, such as buckling
analysis.

Fig. 16 shows the distribution of buckling modes from five

collision cases and compares the Euler’s critical load. It can be
observed that the distribution of the buckling load showed a quite
similar pattern as the buckling modes increased. In buckling mode
1, the collision load is applied to the centre of the chord and the rack
member. In terms of the leg geometry, in a collision at the chord,
the critical buckling load is greater for CL-01 than for CL-02 and CL-
03 because critical loads depend on the colliding location and the
collision angle and because the rack member has relatively great
structural rigidity and is effectively distributed against the collision
load.

The buckling loads calculated by Euler’s formula show a similar
pattern from mode 1 to 5, as shown in Fig. 16. In the theoretical
equation, the buckling loadwas estimated differently depending on
the boundary condition at the end of the supporting position. The
comparative results in Fig. 16 show a large difference according to
the “K” factor relative to the result of FE analysis. The conditions of
both ends of the hinged joint differed from the actual analysis, but
the hinged and clamp joint at each end varied from the actual
analysis value by about 2%e8%. The chord stiffness is much greater
than the brace and the end joint of chord is clamped condition. The
FE results show that the connection between the brace and the
chord does not experience rotational displacement, as shown in
Fig. 17. It is given by formula (1),

Pcr¼ p2EI
ðKLÞ2 (1)

where, Pcr¼ Euler’s critical load (longitudinal compression load on
column), E¼ 206 GPa, modulus of elasticity of material,
I¼ 38730 cm4, minimum area moment of inertia of the cross sec-
tion of the column, L¼ 8m, unsupported length of column, K¼ 1.0,
column effective length factor with hinged constraint 0.7, column
effective length factor with one clamped, other hinged.

Fig.17 shows that CL-01more effectively shares the compressive
load with the two main braces than CL-02 or CL-03.

4.3. Nonlinear progressive collapse analysis

A series analysis was performed to predict the progressive
collapse behaviour of the leg structure according to the collision
scenarios. A collision load of 196.2MN was applied, and the local
model with five bays as shown in Fig. 7 was used because of the
global behaviour of collision. The geometric and material non-
linearities are considered as mentioned in Section 3, and conver-
gence was determined with the arc-length method.

Table 10 summarises the FE results. The maximum load distri-
bution at the ultimate strength under conditions (CL01-03, CL07-
09) in which the collision occurs in the chord direction shows a
similar pattern. In a collision to the brace member, the deviation
from the maximum collision load depends upon the location of the
collision. Specifically, it shows the lowest result in the CL-05
condition.

Fig. 18 shows the relationship between the capacity of the leg

Fig. 16. Relationships between buckling loads and load cases in various buckling
modes.

Table 9
Summary of buckling loads varying modes.

Load case (Collision scenarios) Critical buckling load (MN) Euler’s critical load (MN) K¼ 0.7 Euler’s critical load (MN) K¼ 1.0

Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4 Mode 5

C-01 (SL-1, CL-01) 77.44 79.75 80.46 84.36 92.12 75.72 36.85
C-02 (SL-1, CL-02) 49.50 50.74 54.56 58.37 63.11 43.49 21.18
C-03 (SL-1, CL-03) 49.45 51.02 54.13 57.75 62.71 43.49 21.18
C-07 (SL-2, CL-01) 85.29 87.16 90.89 98.15 96.68 75.72 36.85
C-08 (SL-2, CL-02) 50.47 55.65 59.59 62.17 62.58 43.49 21.18
C-09 (SL-2, CL-03) 50.17 56.14 60.07 61.86 62.54 43.49 21.28
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and the displacement in the condition inwhich an impact occurs at
the centre of the bay, as in load case CL-07. The global collapse
behaviour in the plastic section was immediately changed to the
linear range at 1100mm of displacement. Because the supporting
members at both ends of the bay resist the colliding load, the load
change is small, but the displacement shows a continuous increase.
The plastic strain at the design load of 35MJ is about 7.3%, which is
within 10% of the allowable plastic strain.

Fig. 19 shows the vonMises stress distribution according to each
energy value at 15 and 35MJ. The initial yielding occurs at the

middle of the chord, and the plastic region gradually develops as
the collision load increases.

Fig. 20 summarises the relationships between the collision load
and the displacement in various collision conditions. In a collision
in the chord direction, the plasticity behaviour of the global section
is shown after the elastic limitation. Slight differences are seen, but
they have a similar tendency. In a collision to the brace members,
the deviation is larger than in the case mentioned above because
the arrangement and behaviour of the structural members differ
depending on the collision position. This result confirms that
design practices should consider the most conservative case when
designing the structure according to the collision position. The
variations in the relationship between the maximum capacity for
the leg structure and that for the location of the collision are
illustrated in Fig. 20 (CL-04, 05 and 06). In collision condition CL-04,
two span breakers are located at the collision position, and the
collision load is stably distributed to the brace members.

In collision conditions CL-05 and CL-06, the collision load is
applied to the centre of the brace around the span breaker, and a
large difference is seen in the structural behaviour after the ulti-
mate strength. The main cause of this problem is similar to the
cross-section of the isolated legs, but it is assumed that the resis-
tance against collision is largely affected by the bracing member
and does not satisfy the 35MJ requirement in various collision
cases (CL-04, 05 and 06). The patterns on CL-01 to CL-04 have a
curve with capacity drop relative to those of CL-05 and CL-06
because CL-05 and CL-06 show rapidly increasing deformation
due to the contribution of plastic strain with no linear region. The
pattern of the relationship between the capacity and the
displacement is the same as stress-strain curve. The rise in the

Fig. 17. Result of buckling mode shape 1.

Table 10
Summary of ultimate strength and plastic strain at initial yielding point.

Load case (Collision scenario) Initial yielding (MN) Plastic strain at Initial yielding (%) Ultimate strength (MN)

C-01 (SL-1, CL-01) 28.8 0.001 32.6
C-02 (SL-1, CL-02) 28.0 0.001 31.6
C-03 (SL-1, CL-03) 27.5 0.001 31.5
C-04 (SL-1, CL-04) 9.8 0.001 15.6
C-05 (SL-1, CL-05) 2.1 0.037 2.6
C-06 (SL-1, CL-06) 2.1 0.059 7.17
C-07 (SL-2, CL-01) 28.8 0.001 35.1
C-08 (SL-2, CL-02) 28.0 0.001 34.2
C-09 (SL-2, CL-03) 27.5 0.001 34.5
C-10 (SL-2, CL-04) 8.8 0.001 17.1
C-11 (SL-2, CL-05) 1.9 0.007 8.6
C-12 (SL-2, CL-06) 1.9 0.028 8.16

Fig. 18. Relationship between collision load and maximum displacement under load
case CL-07.
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stress-strain curve after yielding on CL-01 to CL-04 indicates an
increase in resistance as the strain increased relative to CL-05 and
CL-06. The strains at fracture for CL-01 to CL-04 are much higher
than those for CL-05 and CL-06. For design criteria for the leg, it can
be found that bracingwas governed by collision case CL-05. There is
2.1MN at the initial yielding and 0.037% at the plastic strain.

Fig. 20 illustrates the relationship between the maximum

capacity for the leg structure and the maximum displacement for
various collision angles at the location of the collision (0, þ30
and �30�) (CL-01, CL-02 and CL-03). The collision load was applied
to 20,000 tons to clearly show the ultimate strength. The global
behaviour shows the plastic behaviour after the elastic proportional
limitation is terminated, and the displacement increase occurs even
with a small load increase because of the rigid chord and rack in the
leg structure, which presents great resistance to the collision load. If
a collision occurs at the centre of the chord (CL-01), the ultimate
strength is higher than at the angles of CL-02 and CL-03 due to the
support from the cantered rack, but the difference is not significant.
The structural behaviour and ultimate strength of CL-02 and CL-03
are similar.

Fig. 21 shows the results for the von Mises stress and plastic
strain distribution at the ultimate strength. The yielding area of the
chord to which the collision load is transmitted is widely distrib-
uted, and the back-to-back brace reaches the yield stress of the
material locally. Because the leg comprises various members, it is
necessary to determine the behavioural characteristics of each
structural member. The locally distributed maximum plastic strain
was approximately 9%, and normal location incurred about 3% of
plastic strain. If the collision incurs up to 35MJ after the ultimate
strength, the maximum plastic strain will increase until it reaches
10% to the radial direction in the chord.

The DNV-GL (2013) requirements are the criteria for the final
collision energy of 35MJ, and the rule must be revised because it
ignores collision scenarios and the structural stiffness of the
members. It is difficult to arbitrarily adjust the scantling of the

Fig. 19. von Mises stress and deformed shape at the location of the collision at kinetic energy of 15MJ (“A” on left) and 35MJ (“B” on right).

Fig. 20. Relationships between maximum leg capacity and maximum displacement
according to collision cases.

Fig. 21. von Mises stress and plastic strain distribution of the leg structure under collision condition (CL-03).
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bracing of the leg to accommodate 35MJ. For the design to meet
35MJ, the brace diameter and thickness would have to be increased
by about five times, and the diameter of the chord would have to be
increased accordingly. It is difficult to reinforce the design for the
current rule requirement because of jack-up rig operation and
economical issues in industrial practices. For a reasonable collision
scenario and load estimation, a risk assessment must be performed
in advance and clarified for the bracing and chord on the leg to
accommodate separate rule requirements. The development of
standards against collision for jack-up rig is urgently need, and this
study can provide the basic data for such an activity.

5. Conclusions and remarks

This study illustrates a simplified procedure for analysis of the
ability of jack-up rigs to sustain operating and accidental collision
loads from attending vessels. An accurate assessment of the dam-
age to offshore jack-up rigs caused by collision with a ship is
complicated by the large number of scenarios to study. Our primary
focus was to estimate the collision frequency from the traffic
database for various categories of vessel in the database to account
for various mitigating collision factors. This approach can be
effectively used during the initial design and operation stages of
collision risk assessment.

The detailed design of a leg structure was numerically verified
via FE analysis with three categories: linear analysis, buckling
analysis and progressive collapse analysis. The linear analysis was
performed to predict the overall behaviour of the jack-up rig in
collision scenarios when the initial leg design is completed. The
structural behaviour due to the collision was confirmed via this
global linear analysis, and a simplistic analysis model could be
determined. A buckling analysis and progressive collapse analysis
were performed with this simplistic FE model. Based on the nu-
merical results, it is possible to predict the collapse mode and po-
sition of eachmember in relation to the collision load. The results of
this study can be summarised as follows.

1) The amplitudes of global deflection between themidpoint of the
outer chord (load case 1) and the K-joint (load case 7) of the
outer chord are similar, but their global behaviour is quite
different due to a boundary effect for both the hull structure and
soil stiffness. The difference in local deformation at the collision
area is largely due to the patch load. The boundary effects
maintain the global deformation of the leg in a pinned condi-
tion, and the other legs without collision loads show cantilever
behaviour. Therefore, it is very important to understand the
global behaviour according to the collision load.

2) The outer chord has an effective resistance against compressive
loads due to a curvature effect. Collision case 4 has the lowest
buckling strength among the 12 cases because of its low stiffness
and its isolated brace member. This pattern is same as the re-
sults of static and buckling analysis.

3) In collision condition 4, two span breakers are located at the
collision position, and the collision load is distributed stably to
the brace members. In collision conditions 5 and 6, a collision
load is applied to the centre of the brace around the span
breaker, and the structural behaviour varies greatly after the
ultimate strength. The main cause of this problem is similar to
the cross-section of the isolated legs, but it is assumed that the
resistance against collision is largely affected by the moment
arm as proportional to the distance from the centre of gravity in
the jack-up rig.

4) In the DNV-GL requirement, the leg structure of the jack-up rig
is required to satisfy a kinetic energy of 35MJ. From this
consequence analysis, we can confirm that the brace member

satisfies the maximum 1.74MJ and that the chord has a suffi-
cient kinetic energy of 35MJ against a collision load. Two types
of collisions can occur in the leg structure, and the criteria must
be adjusted based on the brace impact energy from a conser-
vative design point of view.

The following aspects that are excluded from this study will be
further investigated in the future. 1) Investigation of effects due to
the deformation of the contact area of the striking vessel and due to
the varying collision speed of the dynamic component 2) Experi-
mental or analytical investigation of the energy absorption and the
residual strength after a collision, as reflected in the soil-bearing
resistance’.
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